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Recent Experimental Results on Jet Substructure
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-Tagging heavy boosted objects (e.g. W, Z, H) 

-Measurements of SM parameters (e.g. , , …)


-BSM Searches 

-Probes of the QGP 

-Testing our understanding of QCD: 
Quark vs. gluon jets

Validity of perturbative QCD predictions

Study of non-perturbative physics (hadronization)

Understanding interplay between the two

!s mtop

Why Study Jet Substructure?

Phys.Rept. 841 (2020) 1
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Significant scale difference between 
parton from hard-scattering and 
hadrons measured in detector

Suite of observables 
needed to explore this 

phase space

Large phase space 
for jet formation and 

evolution

Fragmentation

(Parton shower)

Jet

Hadronization

Jets are Rich in Substructure
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Jets Substructure Measurements at the LHC

N-subjettiness

First measurement of the 
opening angle between jet axes

Primary Lund Plane

Jet 
Angularities Groomed zg and Rg

First direct observation 
of the Dead-Cone 

Effect

And many more

Inclusive / leading 
subjet zr

Hadron Transverse 
Momentum  jT
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Jet Angularities

i

Includes both transverse-momentum and angular components with relative weights given by 
continuous parameters !, "

IRC-safe observable! > 0 !

Groomed angularities ( ): same expression as  
but sum only runs over constituents of groomed jet

#"
!, g #"

!

systematic variation of  to test pQCD calculations 
and universality of non-perturbative shape functions.

!, "

#"
! " !

i#jet
( pT, i

pT, jet
)

"

(
$Rjet, i

R )
!

!

"

Examples of jet 
angularities:
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Jet Angularities

measured for pch jet
T # (20, 100) GeV/c

Small : 

non-perturbative regime


Large :

perturbative regime


Good agreement with SCET 
calculations in 
perturbative regime

#!

#!

arXiv:2107.11303

1 1 1

Charged jets Also measured for R=0.4

R = 0.2

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1891385
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Groomed Jet Angularities

Charged jets measured for pch jet
T # (20, 100) GeV/c

First-ever measurement 
of groomed jet 
angularities


Extension of perturbative 
region (with respect to 
ungroomed)


Good agreement with 
SCET calculations

arXiv:2107.11303

1 1 1

R = 0.2

Also measured for R=0.4

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1891385
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Jet Angularities

Quark-Jet Enhanced Sample Gluon-Jet Enhanced Sample

First angularities 
measurement in Z+jet


Z+jet: overall better 
described by MG5+Pythia8


Central dijet: Overall better 
described by Herwig++


Generators envelope 
measurement


Comparison for Z+jet to 
NLO+NLL’+NP






Charged and neutral jets

Groomed and ungroomed

s = 13 TeV
R = 0.4, 0.8

JHEP 01 (2022) 188

R = 0.4

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP01(2022)188
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Charged and neutral jets

Groomed and ungroomed

s = 13 TeV
R = 0.4, 0.8

10

Jet AngularitiesJHEP 01 (2022) 188

LHA: worst agreement of NLO+NLL’+NP


Generators overpredict g/q ratio of means


Further improvement in generators needed

R = 0.4, 0.8

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP01(2022)188
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Jets Substructure Measurements at the LHC

N-subjettiness

Primary Lund Plane

Jet 
Angularities Groomed zg and Rg

First direct observation 
of the Dead-Cone 

Effect

And many more

Inclusive / leading 
subjet zr

Hadron Transverse 
Momentum  jT

First measurement of the 
opening angle between jet axes
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Opening Angle between Jet Axes
collinear radiation soft radiation

groomed-away radiation

JHEP 04 (2020) 211
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Opening Angle between Jet Axes

Standard

collinear radiation soft radiation
groomed-away radiation

-Standard axis:

coordinates in  of jet clustered with anti-  algorithm 
and combined with E-Scheme


-Groomed axis:

standard axis of groomed jet


-Winner-Takes-All (WTA) axis:

- recluster jet with CA algorithm

-  prong combination by taking direction of harder 

prong and 

- Resulting axis insensitive to soft radiation at leading power

(y, $) kT

2 ! 1
pT, tot = pT, 1 + pT, 2 JHEP 04 (2020) 211
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Opening Angle between Jet Axes

Standard

Groomed

collinear radiation soft radiation
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Opening Angle between Jet Axes
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Opening Angle between Jet Axes
collinear radiation soft radiation

groomed-away radiation

-Standard axis:

coordinates in  of jet clustered with anti-  algorithm 
and combined with E-Scheme


-Groomed axis:

standard axis of groomed jet


-Winner-Takes-All (WTA) axis:

- recluster jet with CA algorithm

-  prong combination by taking direction of harder 

prong and 

- Resulting axis insensitive to soft radiation at leading power

(y, $) kT

2 ! 1
pT, tot = pT, 1 + pT, 2 JHEP 04 (2020) 211

Substructure observable:

 

between two definitions of the jet axis
$Raxis = (y2 % y1)2 + ($2 % $1)2-Different levels of sensitivity to non-perturbative physics 

-Interplay between perturbative and NP physics 
-Sensitive to TMD physics
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Probes effect of soft, wide-angle 
radiation on jet direction  
Sensitive to non-perturbative 
physics

Shape better described by 
HERWIG than PYTHIA

Distributions are narrow: grooming 
does not change the jet axis 
significantly

Stronger grooming  larger 

!

!
$Raxis

Standard - SD Distributionsmin(pT1, pT2)
pT1 + pT2

> zcut( $R12
R )

"

WTA

Standard
Groomed (SD)

$RStandard%SD
axis

R = 0.4

measured for pch jet
T # (20, 100) GeV/cCharged jets Also measured for R=0.2
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WTA

Standard
Groomed (SD)

$RWTA%SD
axis

$RStandard%WTA
axis

WTA - Standard/SD Distributions

Distributions are broader: WTA 
axis has higher probability to be 
misaligned wrt Standard/SD axis

Distributions are insensitive to 
grooming

Well described by HERWIG and 
PYTHIA

Comparisons to analytic 
predictions available

min(pT1, pT2)
pT1 + pT2

> zcut( $R12
R )

"
R = 0.4

measured for pch jet
T # (20, 100) GeV/cCharged jets Also measured for R=0.2
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First measurement of the 
opening angle between jet axes
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Jets Substructure Measurements at the LHC

N-subjettiness

Primary Lund Plane

Jet 
Angularities Groomed zg and Rg

First direct observation 
of the Dead-Cone 

Effect

And many more

Inclusive / leading 
subjet zr

Hadron Transverse 
Momentum  jT
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Longitudinal Momentum Fraction and Transverse Momentum

jT =
! "p jet & "p hadron !

! "p jet !
[GeV/c]

hadron
jetjT

Hadron momentum transverse to jet axis

-observable sensitive to TMD fragmentation

-probes the parton-to-hadron fragmentation function at a differential level

-provide new insights for the hadronization process.
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Momentum Transverse to Jet Axis

PRL 123 (2019) 232001

LHCb: First measurement in Z+jet and at 
: similar results between quark-jet enhanced (LHCb) and gluon-jet enhanced samples (ATLAS)

Also measured by ALICE
Shape well described by PYTHIA8 in LHCb kinematics but not in ALICE kinematics

2.5 < % < 4
jT

R. Cruz-Torres

JHEP 09 (2021) 211

R = 0.6

R = 0.5

R = 0.4

Momentum Transverse to Jet Axis
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Jets Substructure Measurements at the LHC

N-subjettiness

Groomed zg and Rg

First direct observation 
of the Dead-Cone 

Effect

And many more

Inclusive / leading 
subjet zr

Jet 
Angularities

Hadron Transverse 
Momentum  jT

Primary Lund Plane
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Lund Map and Planes
Je

t $Rab

ln(R/$R)ln(R/$R)

ln
(1

/z)

ln
(1

/z)

Lu
nd

 D
ia

gr
am

$Rab = (ya % yb)2 + (&a % &b)2

z = pB
T

pAT + pBT

JHEP 12 (2018) 064 Representation of the internal structure of jets

Phase-space for emission from each particle corresponds to triangular region 
in the  -  plane

Useful to understand MC event generators and analytic predictions

ln(1/z) ln(R/$R)

Primary Lund Plane: 
coordinates from emissions 

from harder prong

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/JHEP12(2018)064.pdf
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Lund Map and Planes

ln(R/$R)ln(R/$R)

ln
(1

/z)
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/z)

Lu
nd

 D
ia

gr
am

$Rab

Primary 
Lund Plane

Je
t

Primary Lund Plane: 
coordinates from emissions 

from harder prong

$Rab = (ya % yb)2 + (&a % &b)2

z = pB
T

pAT + pBT

JHEP 12 (2018) 064 Representation of the internal structure of jets

Phase-space for emission from each particle corresponds to triangular region 
in the  -  plane

Useful to understand MC event generators and analytic predictions

ln(1/z) ln(R/$R)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/JHEP12(2018)064.pdf
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Lund Map and Planes

ln(R/$R)ln(R/$R)

ln
(1

/z)

ln
(1

/z)

Lu
nd

 D
ia

gr
am Secondary 

Lund Plane

$Rab

Je
t

Primary Lund Plane: 
coordinates from emissions 

from harder prong

$Rab = (ya % yb)2 + (&a % &b)2

z = pB
T

pAT + pBT

JHEP 12 (2018) 064 Representation of the internal structure of jets

Phase-space for emission from each particle corresponds to triangular region 
in the  -  plane

Useful to understand MC event generators and analytic predictions

ln(1/z) ln(R/$R)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/JHEP12(2018)064.pdf
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Lund Map and Planes

Primary Lund Plane: 
coordinates from emissions 

from harder prong

$Rab = (ya % yb)2 + (&a % &b)2

z = pB
T

pAT + pBT

JHEP 12 (2018) 064 Representation of the internal structure of jets

Phase-space for emission from each particle corresponds to triangular region 
in the  -  plane

Useful to understand MC event generators and analytic predictions

ln(1/z) ln(R/$R)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/JHEP12(2018)064.pdf
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Primary Lund Plane

ln(R/$R)ln(R/$R)

ln
(1

/z)

ln
(1

/z)

Pr
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$Rab

Je
t

Primary Lund Plane: 
coordinates from emissions 

from harder prong

$Rab = (ya % yb)2 + (&a % &b)2

z = pB
T

pAT + pBT

JHEP 12 (2018) 064 Representation of the internal structure of jets

Phase-space for emission from each particle corresponds to triangular region 
in the  -  plane

Useful to understand MC event generators and analytic predictions

ln(1/z) ln(R/$R)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/JHEP12(2018)064.pdf
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Primary Lund Jet Plane Measurement R = 0.4

R. Cruz-Torres

PRL 124 (2020) 222002

anti % kT, R = 0.4

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=PRL+124+(2020)+222002&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
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Primary Lund Jet Plane Measurement R = 0.4

Unfolded results

No model describes entire plane

HERWIG7.1.3  (angle-ordered) 

 best description
Different components from the 

models dominate different regions 

of the plane

!

Hard splittings

R. Cruz-Torres

PRL 124 (2020) 222002

Wide Angle Collinear

Fixed order

Hadronization

Parton Shower

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=PRL+124+(2020)+222002&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
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First measurement of the 
opening angle between jet axes
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Jets Substructure Measurements at the LHC

N-subjettiness

Groomed zg and Rg

And many more

Inclusive / leading 
subjet zr

Jet 
Angularities

Primary Lund Plane
Hadron Transverse 

Momentum  jT

First direct observation 
of the Dead-Cone 

Effect
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' < 'DC =
mq

Eq

This effect, while expected, had not been 
measured before in hadron collisions

Quark of mass mq

'DC
'DC 'DC

First Direct Observation of the Dead-Cone Effect
Dead-Cone Effect: 

Property of gauge theories

Charged particles of mass  and energy  emit radiation which is suppressed for angles:mq > 0 Eq

Can be studied by comparing inclusive (proxy for no-dead-cone effect) to 
heavy-flavor (dead-cone enhanced because of heavy-quark mass) jet samples
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First Direct Observation of the Dead-Cone Effect

Charged jets

Reconstruct Lund plane for inclusive and heavy-flavor ( -tagged) jets
: Ratio of Lund-plane projections onto angular axis for HF over inclusive jets

Smaller   larger suppression
Smaller splitting angle ( )  larger suppression

D0

R(')
ERadiator !

' !

' <
mq

Eq

arXiv:2106.05713

R = 0.4

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1867966
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Summary
-Measurements of jet substructure in provide new insights into our understanding of QCD and the 

interplay between perturbative and non-perturbative physics.


-A suite of jet-substructure observables is needed to probe the entire phase space of jet formation and 

evolution.


-LHC has a broad (and very active) program measuring jet substructure in pp collisions:


-First measurements of groomed angularities (ALICE) and angularities in Z+jet events (CMS)


-First measurement of the opening angle between jet axes (ALICE)


-Hadron Longitudinal Momentum Fraction  and Transverse Momentum   (ATLAS, LHCb, ALICE)


-Primary Lund Plane (ATLAS, ALICE)


-First Direct Observation of the Dead-Cone Effect (ATLAS, ALICE)

z jT


